Former “Law and Order” actor, computer geek, and master
technical trader Adam Oliensis reveals how you can…

Become Almost 27X Richer
in Today’s Market –
Even as Other Investors
Panic and Lose It All!
“My Dynamic Trading System Could Have Turned a
Modest $10,000 Grub Stake Into a $269,000 Windfall*–
Even as Wall Street Crashed and Burned.”
By Adam Oliensis

A

PROFIT FOR DYNAMIC TRADING SYSTEM ON NDX
SPX PERFORMANCE RELATIVE TO 9/29/98

re you sick and tired of watching the news every
night to see how much the Dow lost that day?

$300,000

Has your portfolio taken such a hit lately that you
don’t even want to go online to check how your stocks
are doing – because you’re afraid of what you’ll see?

$250,000

$200,000

Are you worried about the U.S. economy – and
your long-term financial security – in this unbelievably
volatile and chaotic bear market?
More than at any time I’ve seen in my nearly two
decades as an investor and trader, fear and anxiety are
the dominant forces driving the market today.
That’s bad news if the trading system you use is
designed strictly for a rational market – as so many of
them seem to be.
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You see, there are a lot of trading systems out there
that work like gangbusters for a year … or maybe two.

** To calculate these results in our back test, start with $10,000. Invest
100% of the account in each trade, buying as many hypothetical shares of
the NDX as you can with all the cash in the account. (No fractional shares.
Rounding down to maximum number of whole hypothetical NDX shares.
No margin. No commission included. There are 277 round trips in about
8.5 years, or just about 1 round trip every 11 days.(We have only backtested the NDX for 8.5 years because that is as far back as we have the
data necessary to calculate the Dynamic Trading System’s indicators.)

Then, when market conditions change, they flounder
… stop performing … and subscribers start losing
money hand over fist.
Before long, you begin to panic … lose confidence
in your trades … and abandon your trading plan as the
–continued on page 3

* These results, and all results herein, are hypothetical and subject to the disclaimer on page 2.
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About Adam Oliensis

A

dam Oliensis is editor of the trading service The Agile Trader. He has
been a full-time independent trader, investor, technician, and editor
since 1997. Oliensis was chief trader for 21st Century Alert’s Single-Stock
Futures service. He has been a regular contributor to numerous financial
websites over the past 10 years including Realmoney.com, 21st Century
Alert, Bullmarket.com, and Rightside Advisors, and Superstock Investor.
Adam got started in the markets early, at age 9, investing $44 in a
share of ADP. He later sold his original investment for a profit of $1,364.
In the 1990s, he became an active technical analyst and trader, and
launched his first options service.
With a BA in philosophy from the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
Adam also has 20 years of theater experience. In 1993, he was nominated
for a Tony Award as a producer. He co-wrote and acted in the motion picture
The Pompatus of Love. In addition, Mr. Oliensis has appeared on television
in shows including The Equalizer, Runaway, and Law & Order.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES; PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

Trading commodity futures, commodity futures options, equity options, index options, Exchange Traded
Funds (ETFs), Ultra ProShares, and leveraged mutual funds may involve substantial risk of loss. You must
be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the futures markets. trading
commodity futures is not for everyone. if you decide to trade, do not trade with money that you cannot
afford to lose. The past performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative
of future results.
ALL PERFORMANCE RESULTS ARE HYPOTHETICAL.
HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME OF WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW.
NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR
TO THOSE SHOWN. IN FACT, THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE
RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM.
   ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED
WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO
HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING.
FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING
LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ALSO ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS
OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKET IN GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM
WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ALL
OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.
DOG DREAMS UNLIMITED INC. (DDUI), WHICH OWNS AND OPERATES THE AGILE TRADER, HAS HAD LITTLE OR NO EXPERIENCE
IN TRADING ACTUAL ACCOUNTS FOR ITSELF OR FOR CUSTOMERS. BECAUSE THERE ARE NO ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS TO
COMPARE TO THE HYPOTHETICAL RESULTS, CUSTOMERS SHOULD BE PARTICULARLY WARY OF PLACING UNDUE RELIANCE
ON THESE HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS.
   The Agile Trader and all individuals affiliated with The Agile Trader assume no responsibilities for
your trading and investment results.
   As a publisher of a financial newsletter of general and regular circulation, The Agile Trader
cannot tender individual investment advice on the suitability and performance of your portfolio or
specific investments. please consult with your registered investment adviser for advice tailored
to your needs and objectives.
In making any investment decision, you will rely solely on your own review and examination of the facts
and the records relating to such investments. Past performance of our recommendations is not an
indication of future performance. The publisher shall have no liability of whatever nature in respect
to any claims, damages, losses, or expenses arising out of or in connection with the use or reliance by
you on the contents of our Web site, any promotion, published material, alert, or update.
Trading commodity futures involves substantial risk of loss. DDUI and all individuals affiliated with DDUI
assume no responsibilities for your trading and investment results.
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losses really mount.
But my readers and I have taken a
different approach to trading the markets
profitably during down markets and financial
crises.
I call it the Dynamic Trading System (DTS),
because unlike most systems, which are static,
my DTS dynamically adapts to changing
market conditions – bull, bear, or flat.
In plain English, that means we can
potentially make money in both good
markets – and bad.
You can trade virtually any market
using DTS. My favorites are in S&P 500 and
NASDAQ 100 instruments.
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I trade in the SPY and QQQQ Exchange
Traded Funds, the leveraged Rydex funds in
these markets, in the E-Mini Futures markets
for these indices, and in the SPY and QQQQ
options markets.
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*To calculate these results in our back test, start with $10,000. Invest
100% of the account in each trade, buying hypothetical shares of the
SPX. (No fractional shares. Rounding down to maximum number of
whole hypothetical SPX shares). No margin. No commission included.
There are 268 round trips in 10 years, or just about 1 round trip every 2
weeks on average. These results, and all results herein, are hypothetical
and subject to the disclaimer on page 2.

While past results are not necessarily indicative of
future results, say you had traded starting with $10,000
with my Dynamic Trading System in the SPX over the past
10 years. Today your original investment could have
grown to a hypothetical $254,000 (before commissions
and fees).
That means you could, hypothetically, have racked up a
staggering 2,440% in gross profits (as shown in the chart) –
multiplying your money more than 24X in a single decade!*
During that same period, the S&P 500 was essentially
flat. That means my Dynamic Trading System could have
made you nearly a quarter of a million dollars richer
than your friends and neighbors earning average market
returns.
Even in bear markets, the Dynamic Trading System can
be highly profitable. For instance, since March 2000, the
Nasdaq 100 has lost 72% of its value.
But during that same period, you could have made
a 2,690% gross profit trading the Dynamic Trading
System on the Nasdaq 100 (NDX).

Measuring the market’s
“inner strength”

F

rom the early beginnings of our trading careers –
amateur or professional, part-time or full-time – we
are taught that price is the most accurate indicator for
forecasting the market, right?
After all, many traders – and trading systems
– look mostly at price charts.
So what’s wrong with that?
Nothing, except it means you are focusing on what
has happened – and hoping price history can tell you
what will happen.
But my “Dynamic Trading System” (DTS) goes way
beyond price charts.

At that rate, you could have grown a $10,000
investment into a $269,000 gross-profit windfall –
multiplying your money almost 27X in just 8 ½ years.**

The Dynamic Trading System’s Oscillators provide
us with insight into the sentiment of the masses:

“Since I subscribed to your service, I have had no losses – and profits
of $120,000 in 50 days”
–Bob L.
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Reading the market with
cumulative volume

whether they are confident -- or (like now)
badly shaken.

O

ne key indicator our DTS Oscillators employ to evaluate
the market’s internal strength is cumulative volume -- and
how it moves in relation to the market index’s price.
Cumulative volume is the volume of stocks that are up on
any given day … minus the volume of stocks that are down.
Here’s our rule of thumb to determine who’s in control of
the market at any given time:
>> If the index moves up while the cumulative volume
moves down, we have a bearish divergence. Should the index
and the cumulative volume both break down through support
together, we have a bearish confirmation.
>> On the other hand, if the cumulative volume line breaks
up through resistance ahead of the index’s price, that’s a bullish
divergence.
Another key ratio for measuring internal market strength
is the put/call ratio.
The P/C ratio is the number of puts traded on the CBOE
divided by the number of calls during a given session.

These unique DTS Oscillators help us
measure the internal strength of the market:
the appetites and inclinations of the buyers
and sellers.
By taking numerous factors into
consideration – including price, volume, and
market breadth, among others – our DTS
Oscillators show you who is in charge of the
market – bulls or bears – a powerful indicator
that many trading systems either ignore or
under-emphasize.
By showing you who’s in charge – buyers
or (like now) sellers – the DTS Oscillators
enable you to predict short-term price
movement in the markets with superior
accuracy … generating profits on both the
long and short sides.

When the put/call ratio is high, it indicates to me that most of
the money is focused on the downside risk.

Outperformed the market
nearly 3 to 1

Investors may be hedging, or options traders speculating.
But whatever the case, they are, in my opinion, clearly focused
on the downside:

K. How well did the Dynamic Trading
System perform over the last couple of
years?

O

In 2005 through 2007, actual unleveraged
DTS trades for SPY and QQQQ produced a
cumulative portfolio gain of 27.9%.

Standard & Poors (SP–500 – [UNNAMED]

During that same period, the S&P 500 and
NASDAQ averaged a total price gain of 9.90%:
Had you followed these DTS trades, you
could have made almost 3X more money than
your friends and neighbors earning broad
market returns!
Of course, the Dynamic Trading System
and its Oscillators are not infallible, and we do
have some losing trades.
These include, by way of example, a 6.3%
loss trading the RYTPX fund … and a 3.0%
loss in June 2007 on the QQQQ.

But using this contrarian indicator is not quite as simple as
taking a position against the crowd on any given day. There’s
more to it than that. To make sense of all the market noise we
see on this chart, we’ve developed techniques used in our
DTS Oscillators to help clarify when sentiment has reached
contrarian extremes – and identify important market lows.

Fortunately, the system losses tend to
be small and infrequent relative to gains.
The Dynamic Trading System tends to win
more than it loses, with winning trades
outnumbering losers by about 2 to 1.
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“Your work has helped me book just under
$20,000 in net profits trading the QQQ’s.”
Jim G.

While past results do not guarantee futures results,
in some market environments, the DTS generates as
many as 9 out of 10 winning trades!

Beat China at its own game

O

n February 27, 2007 a whole bunch of bad news
came across the Pacific from Asia.

The Chinese stock market, which had been soaring,
took a big hit. The Japanese yen was being shorted to
provide liquidity.
Global investors were basically using this liquidity to
buy everything else in the world. Self-perpetuating fears
that a rising yen would cause further short-covering
caused the yen to rally, causing further strengthening in
the currency.

These results, and all results herein, are hypothetical and subject to the
disclaimer on page 2.

287.43% annualized gain
on a single trade

I

It was a classic run on an overcrowded trade, and,
ultimately, the fallout from it caused asset classes of all
stripes to drop hard and fast.
–continued on page 7

n June of 2007, the Dynamic Trading System Oscillators
gave us a loud and clear “buy” signal for a Rydex trade.

(My new Dynamic Trading System Manual makes
understanding and interpreting the DTS Oscillators a
breeze. Order it for a 30-day risk-free preview today, and
I’ll go one step better: I’ll personally interpret the DTS
Oscillators for you, for a full month, absolutely free. Use
the form on page 15 to get started).

“Adam Oliensis is part of a crop of bright,
young technical analysts who are taking the
techniques developed by the pioneers, and
adapting them to the current market
in imaginative new ways. I find myself
regularly in awe of the great insights that
Adam comes up with in his work.”

The resultant Rydex trade generated a quick
hypothetical 6.3% gain in just 8 days – equivalent to
an annualized gain of 287.43% (without the benefit of
compounding).

–Tom McClellan, Editor, The McClellan Market Report

Commodity futures trading involves substantial risk of loss and is not for everyone. Past results are
not necessarily indicative of future results. Testimonials are not indicative of future success AND have
not been independently verified. Hypothetical results have many inherent limitations. Please carefully
read the full disclaimer on Page 2..
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Traders Praise Adam Oliensis and the Dynamic Trading System
“Honest, no-hype analysis”
“Not only is the system consistently profitable,
but I really appreciate your honest, levelheaded, no-nonsense and no-hype analysis.
This is clearly a very sound approach, and
it’s the best I’ve seen in over 50 years in
the market. I traded part-time during a 25year NASA career (physicist and high-level
executive), and full-time since retiring over 25
years ago--so I know what I’m talking about.”

“Your comments on ‘trading temperament’ are
very appropriate and reassuring. And the recent
results prove how right you are. Again, thank
you.”
–W.C.
“Excellent calls and a stellar track record”
“I ... want to commend you ... for the
professional, no-shenanigans way you run
your operation. Not to mention thanks for your
excellent calls and stellar track record. I see
plenty of smoke-and-mirrors in other services
similar to yours, but this definitely doesn’t
apply to you.”

–Michel B., Ph.D.

“I really have too much work going to watch
the market so am hoping to take my small
savings at this point and systematically add
to your future auto-trade service. I know it
won’t be perfect but I really do appreciate your
system and its flexibility to get both sides.”

–Burt S.

“Adam Oliensis is one of the best readers of the
technical tea leaves on the planet.”
–OTC Journal

–Jeff

Made $1,411 in a week and a half
“I went long PPH and shorted SMH. Your
reasoning sounded good to me so I made my
trades based on your recommended ratio of two
to one. I made $407 on the PPH trade and $1,004
on SMH – not bad for a week and a half. Keep up
the good work!”

“The best investment I have made. It keeps on
giving.”
–Ruth S.

“Your winning system improves my life in a
tangible way! I cannot adequately express my
gratitude.”
–Anne H.

–Clarence M.

“Over the years I’ve subscribed to at least
30 newsletters. Yours is the first service that
has given consistent good advice yielding
solid results. I’m more than satisfied and am
certainly glad you don’t try to snow your
readers with a lot of bells & whistles and BS.”

“First off, I think your analysis and writeups are the best anywhere I have seen...and
they have changed a lot over the past 1820 months...almost always for the better! I
subscribed ...based on your track record. But
if there was anything that I never expected it
was that you would be more of an educator
to me than a trade advisor. Lately (last two
quarters) you have been much more correct
than anybody.”

–Rick R.

“I am a broker at Morgan Stanley and your
information is better than anything I get from
Morgan Stanley. Keep up the great work.”
–R.

–Jim H.

“As one of your faithful readers I’d like to wish
you a healthy and prosperous New Year. Thank
you for making all my ‘decisions’ for me!”

“Great call today in telling us to wait before
buying into this pop up in the first 45 minutes
this morning. So, I waited, waited and waited
and NEVER BOUGHT. (The market dropped
throughout the rest of the day.) You saved me
on this one. I would have bought into it had
you not warned that this may well happen.”

–Steve T.

“I really enjoy the way you explain the reasons
for your positions using historical trends,
charts, and the DTS System.”
–Mike B.

–Vern S.

Commodity futures trading involves substantial risk of loss and is not for everyone. Past results are
not necessarily indicative of future results. Testimonials are not indicative of future success AND have
not been independently verified. Hypothetical results have many inherent limitations. Please carefully
read the full disclaimer on Page 2..
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“Yours is the most intelligent, useful, and
PROFITABLE letter that I have ever received
in 20 years of doing this. I will be with you
as long as you publish.”

You can see this in the chart below. The DTS ShortTerm Oscillator generated a sell signal at point E on
February 21, ’07 as the market topped out. By the time
the 27th rolled around (point F) the market had suddenly
become extremely oversold. In response, the system
generated a signal to take a quick profit (more than 58
SPX points) and reverse its position without waiting for
further confirmation of a reversal.

that the market was rejecting higher prices intraday, and
could not close near its highs of those sessions.

This “quick-strike” reversal signal ended up
generating a trade that took some time to develop and
was a bit tough on the nerves.

Finally, on May 24 the SPX dropped about 15 points.
Bulls were buying the dips and the market rallied to a
new higher high during the following week.

Ultimately, however, it ended up being quite
productive: the system benefited from these
circumstances and took a 35-point profit by closing its
long position on March 22 at the close of trade (point G
below),

At that point, as indicated at point M1 on the graph,
the DTS Short-Term Oscillator found support at its zero
(neutral) line, and the SPX was able to rally from this
neutral condition.

–Randy

Nevertheless, the Dynamic Trading System remained
on its sell signal, extending enough elasticity and
patience to wait for the decline that followed. Between
June 4 and June 7, the SPX fell 49 points to about 1491.

Result: these two trades provided gross annualized
gains of 245% and 40% respectively.

Quick SPX profits

The Dynamic Trading System, which had ridden
out the rally into June 4, generated a signal to reverse
June 7 (point N in the chart). Reason: the DTS Short-Term
Oscillator had become sufficiently oversold to generate a
signal. That signal told us to close bearish positions and
enter bullish positions without waiting for confirmation
of the reversal.

O

n May 18, 2007, at point M in the chart below,
the DTS Short-Term Oscillator turned down from
an overbought condition. With no other indicators
overriding this short-term signal, we sold the SPX short.
The SPX held up well for 3 sessions following this
signal. In the meanwhile, 3 long upper wicks formed on
the SPX candlesticks. Those long upper wicks suggest

Bottom line: the DTS took a hypothetical 32-point
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The Dynamic
Trading System
at a Glance…

profit on its SPX short at the close on June 7, reversed to
a long position at the same time, and then took a 42point profit on the long position on June 15. The System
continued to trade the short-term swings profitably into
late June. Then the DTS went long on the SPX at point P
in the chart below on June 27.
While this trade was open, the DTS Short-Term
Oscillator generated a short-term sell signal on July 5, at
point P1 in the graph below. Bullish seasonality overrode
that short-term signal, however, and kept the System
long in the SPX.

What it is:
The Dynamic Trading System is a
hypothetically-tested trading methodology
that gives you a good idea of your statistical
probabilities in trading. Using both price and
market-internals data, DTS enables you to
place trades that, based on historical testing,
have an optimal probability of profitability.

How it works:
The DTS swing-trade signals, both long
and short, are derived from a set of algorithms
applied to the DTS Oscillators. The system
was developed via extensive back-testing
over the past 10 years of data in bull, bear,
and flat markets, applied through seasonal
and cyclical filters. Based upon hypothetical
back-testing, the System has enjoyed a very
profitable statistical edge in the past and we
continue to tweak the System to learn from
the markets in real time.

Technical tools:
What kind of technical analysis tools does
the Dynamic Trading System use? After years
of wandering in the desert, I have cut way
back on the technical indicators I use. Yes,
I do look at a lot of indicators. But I use my
Dynamic Trading Oscillators explicitly.

On July 16 (point Q on the chart), the DTS generated
a signal to reverse: our Short-Term Oscillator turned
down from a moderately overbought condition. The
System took a hypothetical 43-point profit on our bullish
position at the close on that date.

The DTS looks at Bollinger Bands and
MACD. Plus the VIX, the VXN, the Put/Call
Ratios, the New Highs, New Lows, and
historical Volatility. I’ve done extensive
research on hundreds of indicators. But
the DTS uses exclusive oscillators I derived
myself.

Do you see the advantages the DTS can bring to your
trading?
With these rigorously tested, uncannily accurate
chart patterns, oscillators, and other technical indicators,
you can potentially trade with greater certainty.

The DTS oscillators are the most reliable
indicators I know. I am not aware of any other
indicators that have been as rigorously and
successfully tested. I’m sure there are others
out there. But these are the most reliable ones
I know about at this time.

You get tools to help you read the markets more
accurately, get a better feel for them. And, you may be
able to make quick gains on both sides of a price swing.
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How the DTS “saved” 2008

T

he DTS Oscillators perform their job, and accurately
predicted price moves in the markets, as long as we
are in a “normal” market.
By normal, I mean a market in which market
behavior tends to revert toward the mean (average
behavior).
But in extreme conditions, such as a recession or
market crash, fear overwhelms the markets.
When irrational fear rules the roost, the Dynamic
Trading System’s “Meta Rules” guide us … and allow
us to make appropriate trading decisions in times of
extreme market behavior.
During the super-volatility of 2008, our Meta
Rules told us it was time to take cash in our leveraged
portfolios, and sit on the sidelines, until the market
reverted to a more normal pattern.
The warning signs of a market headed out of control
were generally in the DTS Oscillators (see chart below) …
and once you review my DTS Manual, you may be able to
read them with ease:

These DTS Meta Rules are covered in detail in chapter
12 of my new Dynamic Trading System Manual. Read on
to discover how you can get a preview copy to examine
100% risk-free for 30 days….

R The SPX was suffering an intense increase in
volatility, which you can see in the expanded size
of the candlestick bars on the chart.

Get the DTS “big book
of trading secrets”

R The DTS Mid-Term Oscillator languished in
a severely oversold condition, representing
sustained distribution of stocks among big
players.

For years, I kept the signals of my DTS system
proprietary. The only way you could profit from these
DTS trades was to subscribe to one of my high-priced
trading services … and the number of members was
strictly limited.

R The NH% Line * bounced up from an oversold
level, crossed above the 20% line, and then
came crashing down below the 20% level – an
indication that the market was vulnerable to
a severe sell-down from an already oversold
condition.

But many of my members asked for a “Subscriber’s
Guide” to the Dynamic Trading System so they could
better understand why I was recommending the trades I
gave them.
Other traders who were kept out of my trading
services because of space limitations or cost also desired
to trade the DTS, and wanted to know if I would teach
them to do it.

*NH% is the New High Percent Line, which is the 5-day moving average of
NYSE highs divided by the sum of new highs plus new lows.

Based on these DTS indications, we stopped issuing
options trades in July 2008. By doing so, we avoided
potentially huge losses that devastated the portfolios of
other investors. In September, we suspended our futures
trading as well.

Since I don’t really have the time or desire to give
options trading boot-camps during the weekend – and
would have to charge around $5,000 a seat to justify the
time and trouble if I did offer them ….

Commodity futures trading involves substantial risk of loss and is not for everyone. Past results are
not necessarily indicative of future results. Testimonials are not indicative of future success AND have
not been independently verified. Hypothetical results have many inherent limitations. Please carefully
read the full disclaimer on Page 2..
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I undertook a massive project: writing a how-to
guide … a complete Dynamic Trading System Manual
revealing the system and its many
secrets!
With a copy of my new
Dynamic Trading System Manual
in your hands, now YOU can
master some of the world’s
most powerful – and accurate
– technical indicators, chart
formations, and oscillators.
Signals that, over time,
may dramatically increase your
win/loss ratio in your favor …
make you more confident in your
trading … know when to enter
and exit each trade … and help
you see situations most other
traders typically miss.
Including:
l Some of the most
powerful tools on the
planet for managing
risk, timing your entry
points, and knowing when
to sell. Page 6.

l How to trade market support and resistance –
scientifically and reasonably accurately, although
there is risk of loss. Page 15.

StOck
chArt
AnAlySiS
and the
DynAMic
trADinG
SyStEM
By
Adam Oliensis

“I am very happy
… I recovered over
$100,000 from my
subscription.”

–Leslie T.
l Best months of the year
to maximize your trading
profits (hint: it’s NOT when you’ve been told).
Page 122.

You’ll also discover: rules
and meta-rules – when to
follow them, and when to
deviate (p. 129) … what a
“shooting star” can tell you
about where the market
is heading in the next
few days (p. 38.) … the 3
charts every trader should
be looking at – and what
you can learn from each (p.
11) … spotting overbought
and oversold markets using
Bollinger Bands – once
difficult, now can be easier
(p. 69).

Plus:

stock chart.

3 How a ruler and a pencil
can show you overbought and
oversold conditions on any
Page 51.

3 Calculating and analyzing on-balance volume,
accumulation-distribution, and the money flow
index. Page 81.
3 What I believe are the most powerful indicators
for determining whether bulls or bears are in
control of the market. Page 21.

l Accurately forecasting many market moves with
the Moving Average Convergence Divergence
(MACD). Page 63.

3 In my opinion, the 3 most critical market
internals to look at – and how to interpret each.
Page 88.

l Seeking to profit from “continuation patterns”
– windows, gapping plays, and advancing white
soldiers. See page 43.

3 Attempting to predict SPX price movement with
the under-employed “Disparity Indices.” Page 53.

l How to trade successfully in weakly trending and
non-trending markets. Page 72.

3 Determining options market sentiment using the
volatility index and put/call ratio. Page 92.

l Measuring momentum with the Stochastic
Oscillator (SO). Plus: 3 common stochastic signals
and when to trade on each. Page 75.

3 Is the current trend going to continue on its present
course – or suddenly make a sharp reversal?
Here’s the signal that can tell you. Page 22.

Commodity futures trading involves substantial risk of loss and is not for everyone. Past results are
not necessarily indicative of future results. Testimonials are not indicative of future success AND have
not been independently verified. Hypothetical results have many inherent limitations. Please carefully
read the full disclaimer on Page 2..
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The Dynamic Trading System
Are These Your Questions?

3 Hypothetically profit-testing these stochastics
yielded 14 winning trades, 67% accuracy, and a
33% gain. Page 102.

Q: What is the Dynamic Trading System?

In addition, I also cover the simple “Rate of
Change” calculation showing you where the so-called
“easy money” might be made in a move (p. 57) … is
conventional trading wisdom always right? This story
may shock the heck out of you (p. 108) …

A: It is a tested trading methodology that uses a variety

… how to trade the gravestone doji – rickshaw man
– dark cloud cover -- necks -- thrusting patterns – harami
(p. 29) … the most common misconception about the
Relative Strength Index – and what RSI really measures
(p. 59) … how to read the Dynamic Trading System
Oscillators (p. 51) … and much more.

FREE Bonus Report!

generated a hypothetical 2,440% in gross portfolio
gains if fully invested in the S&P 500 System signals,
and 2,690% in hypothetical gross portfolio gains over
8 ½ years of testing if fully invested in the NDX System
signals. We try not to get too involved in any one
particular trade. Instead, we prefer to look to measure
the System’s results over months and years of data.
Moreover, past results are not a guarantee of future
results.

ith many trading systems, you have to attend a
weekend boot camp – or subscribe to a trading
service – to profit from the system.

Q: What technical indicators does the DTS use?
A: The DTS looks at Bollinger Bands and MACD. Plus

of technical indicators and tools to give you a good idea
of your statistical probabilities in trading.

Q: What are some of your best trades?

A: Back-tested on 10 years of market data, the DTS

W

the VIX, the VXN, the Put/Call Ratios, the New Highs,
New Lows, and historical Volatility. The most reliable
indicators we use are the proprietary Dynamic Trading
Oscillators.

Now, with my newly published Dynamic Trading
System Manual, you can trade
this once-proprietary system …
Drilling Down and unlock the market secrets it
reveals … all in the comfort and
the
privacy of your home or office.

Dynamic

Trading
System

By Adam Oliensis

Q: As a trader, what market fundamentals do
you look at?

A: I look at the market’s PE and earnings growth,

But here’s an even better
deal ….

in particular which sectors are displaying upward
revisions and which sectors are suffering downward
revisions. I also look at interest rates, the yield curve,
Equity Risk Premium, and finally my Risk Adjusted Fair
Value calculation, which is a variation on the Fair Value
calculation that the Federal Reserve employs.

Order the DTS Manual
today on a risk-free trial basis,
and get a FREE Bonus Report:
Drilling Down the Dynamic
Trading System.

Q: Why are short-term trades more likely to be
profitable than long-term trades?

In this special report, I personally walk you through
how we put together successful trades … and identify
profit opportunities most other traders miss.

A: The key technical indicators I describe in the
Dynamic Trading System make the statistical risk/
reward scenarios over a period of days or weeks pretty
advantageous and clear. As with the weather, prices
movement is easier to forecast over shorter time frames
than out a number of months or years.

A large portfolio of sample trades, with charts fully
annotated and explained in detail, help you become a
pro at the Dynamic Trading System – guaranteed or your
money back!

Q: Why have you designed the Dynamic Trading

System to minimize losses rather than maximize
wins?

A FREE $495 Gift for You!

A

A: Losses and draw-downs are inevitable and

s I mentioned, I publish some very exclusive – and
high-end – trading services based on the DTS.

necessary. No trading system in the real world wins all
the time. But you can’t afford to lose too much. If your
account goes to zero, you’re out of the game. Also,
losses put more burdens on the trader. If you lose 50%,
you have to make 100% to get back to breakeven.

The top-of-the-line of my trading advisories is my
Agile Trader Platinum.
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Master these power trading
techniques for the price of
tonight’s dinner

This platinum
service gives you my
recommended plays for all
of the markets we trade
with the Dynamic
Trading System
– including
NASDAQ,
QQQ, Rydex, and
more.

B

ottom line: back-testing with 10 years of data
shows that my Dynamic Trading System could have,
hypothetically, turned $10,000, into about $254,000 (less
commissions and fees) – a gross profit of about $244,000
in just 10 years.
While futures trading is not for everyone, with my
premium Agile Trader Platinum service, you can get all
of my Dynamic Trading System plays for about $6,000 a
year.

The cost of this service is almost $6,000 a year.
But when you order my Dynamic Trading System Manual
today, you get – as a bonus gift – a full month of Agile
Trader Platinum (a $495 value) absolutely FREE.

But when you agree to preview my new Dynamic
Trading System Manual risk-free for a full month ….

That way, you can follow along with my trades to see
how I apply the Dynamic Trading System in the current
market – and gain even greater mastery of this powerful
trading methodology.

You can use the same trading techniques I use in our
Agile Trader Platinum service … without having to shell
out thousands of dollars to do so!

But it gets even better ….

Right now, my just-published Dynamic Trading System
is available in an oversized manual – over 150 big pages
of charts, graphs, and trading tips and techniques.

If you decide you prefer to have me make your
Dynamic System trades for you, you can continue to
receive Agile Trader Platinum at a special reduced rate I
have arranged for you. The details are included in your
risk-free preview copy of my new DTS Manual.

However, it won’t cost you $6,000 … $1,000 … or
even $100 to learn the secrets of my market-clobbering
Dynamic Trading System.

Bull Market Ahead?

T

at bargain prices.

he current economic crisis and market volatility
won’t last forever. Nothing does.

And according to the DTS, the time to position
yourself for extreme profits on the long side may
be right now….

Markets run in cycles. Right now, we’re in a
down market cycle. So the next big shift will signal
the start of a new bull market cycle.

The 100-day DTS Oscillator is equal to its
lowest point during the 2002 bear market, showing
the most oversold reading ever.

When that happens, there’s no better tool in
your trading arsenal than the Dynamic Trading
System Oscillators for maximizing your profits in
rising markets.

The equity put/call ratio is at its penultimate
level of all time. Credit in NYSE margin accounts
less margin shows the most available cash ever
available to move into the markets!

The Oscillators show you where the
opportunities for quick gains are in every price
swing before the markets start to move.

And the DTS Oscillators and Meta Rules,
all outlined in my new Dynamic Trading System
Manual, can guide you … and alert you when it’s
time to start buying options contracts on the major
stock indices once again (which may be sooner
than you think).

They also give you a clear picture of when to
take a position … when to sell … and when to stay
out altogether.
The current market lows represent smart
buying opportunities for traders seeking options

12
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$20,000 in profits since the first of the year
“Your work has helped me book just under $20,000
in net profits trading the QQQ’s. I sure do pay serious
attention to both your sentiment (dashboard) and
general technical analysis. I have been trading for a
while and, in my humble opinion, your commentary
is some of the best, most timely analysis of which I
have ever been the pleased recipient.”
–Jim G.

“Just a word of thanks for your extensive labors and
remarkable elucidation; the sentiment dashboard is
great. Since March, I’ve been working...various sites...
and have concluded yours is by far and away the best,
most comprehensive, and informative. Your Closing
Bell commentary on the ‘Big Picture’ is superb. Don`t
change a thing.”
–Tom N.
“I am a war-battered active trader and a true skeptic.
Since I have joined your family I have been constantly
impressed with (your) sheer market savvy. I love
the truth in the contrarian TA. This new Sentiment
Dashboard is just really great, and prompted me
to write. (You) put some serious effort into this
thing, and I say it is a masterpiece right from the
start! Thanks to your work I am improving and still
learning.”
–Frederick Z.

“Whoever came up with the idea for the dashboard, I
think it is brilliant. It is the first example I have ever
seen of the next generation of trading tools. Even
Trade Station, which is quite advanced, has nothing
like the dashboard. It is a refreshing new way of
presenting market data.”
–Ruhnyium

Your cost is only $49 … about what you’d pay to
take a friend to dinner at a local restaurant tonight.

Simply return the Manual to us at any time within 30
days for a full and prompt refund.

The dinner will soon be digested and forgotten.
But the Dynamic Trading System could have a positive,
tangible effect on your life for years to come!

Whatever you decide, the Free Special Report and
any other materials received are yours to keep FREE – our
way of saying “thanks” for giving the Dynamic Trading
System a try.

Best of all, you won’t pay even $49 for the System
unless you agree that it’s the best investment in your
trading education you’ve made this year.

That way, you risk nothing in purchasing the DTS
Manual.

That’s because I want you to …

		

So what are you waiting for?

… use it risk-free for one month!

To order my Dynamic Trading System Manual on a norisk 30-day trial basis, just call toll-free at 1-888-233-1431
now.

That’s right.
When your copy of the Dynamic Trading System
Manual arrives, examine it carefully.

Or complete and return the form on page 15 today.
You’ll be glad you did. I guarantee it – or your money
back!

Study the patterns and formulas. Begin looking for
them on your charts. Start paper-trading them until you
gain enough skill and confidence to trade DTS with real
money. And then decide.

Sincerely,

Adam Oliensis

, Creator
Dynamic Trading System

I believe you’ll love the Dynamic Trading System …
apply many of these tools to improve your own trading
… and want to keep the DTS Manual as part of your
permanent trading library for years to come.

P.S. Remember, this is an honest-to-goodness RISK-FREE
Trial Offer! If you are not 100% satisfied, just return your
Dynamic Trading System manual within 30 days. We’ll
refund your money right away … and say “thanks” for
giving the Dynamic Trading System a try.

But if not … if you are not 100% satisfied with the
Dynamic Trading System for any reason … or for no
reason at all …

Commodity futures trading involves substantial risk of loss and is not for everyone. Past results are
not necessarily indicative of future results. Testimonials are not indicative of future success AND have
not been independently verified. Hypothetical results have many inherent limitations. Please carefully
read the full disclaimer on Page 2..
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2 FREE Gifts – Just for You!
FREE BONUS GIFT #1:
Drilling Down the DTS
(value: $29).
Order The Dynamic Trading System Manual on a risk-free trial basis today,
and get a FREE Bonus Report: Drilling Down the Dynamic Trading System.
In this special report, I walk you through the system as we put together
successful trades … and identify profit opportunities most other traders
miss. A large portfolio of sample trades, with charts fully annotated
and explained in detail, help you become a pro at the Dynamic Trading
System this year. And it’s your free – gratis. You pay not a cent.

Drilling Down
the
Dynamic
Trading
System
By Adam Oliensis

FREE BONUS GIFT #2:

One Full Month
of Agile Trader Platinum
(value: $495).
We publish an exclusive – and very expensive – online trading
service based on the Dynamic Trading System called Agile Trader
Platinum. In it, you get our recommended plays for all of the
markets we trade with the system, including NASDAQ, QQQ,
Rydex, and more.
The cost of this service is almost $6,000 a year.
But when you order a no-risk preview copy of
the Dynamic Trading System Manual today, you
get – as a bonus gift – a full month of Agile Trader
Platinum (a $495 value) absolutely FREE.

$100,000 in trading profits
“I am very happy with the Agile Trader. I
recovered over $100,000 from my subscription.”

“I’ve learned more, made more money, and
suffered fewer losses than ever before in about
30 years of investing. And I’ve barely scratched
the surface of the intelligence available through
your commentary.”

–Leslie T.

“I’ve been trading for a year. Largely due to
your guidance and philosophy, I’ve made more
trading the last 3 months than I do at my day
job....I love your service.”

–Jim E., Fort Worth

“You’ve got the best comments I’ve seen from
any site. And I’ve seen many, far too many for too
long ... but yours shows a very balanced mind in
the battle tank.”

–Kevin D.

“Adam, I am in love with your analysis!”
–Glenn F.

–Matt R.

Commodity futures trading involves substantial risk of loss and is not for everyone. Past results are
not necessarily indicative of future results. Testimonials are not indicative of future success AND have
not been independently verified. Hypothetical results have many inherent limitations. Please carefully
read the full disclaimer on Page 2..
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Call Toll-Free 1-888-233-1431 to Get Your
Risk-FREE 30-Day Trial
and 2 FREE Bonus Gifts!
Risk-FREE Order Form
o YES, send me the Dynamic Trading System Manual
and FREE Drilling Down Bonus Report (value: $29)
– for only $55 ($49 + $6 shipping/handling).

I will also get a full month of The Agile Trader
Platinum, Adam Oliensis’s premium trading
service (a $495 value), absolutely FREE.

StOck
chArt
AnAlySiS
and the
DynAMic
trADinG
SyStEM

If I am not 100% satisfied, I may return the Manual
within 30 days for a prompt and full refund.
By
Adam Oliensis

Whatever I decide, the FREE Special Report and all
other bonus materials received are mine to keep
– without cost or commitment of any kind.

Name_______________________________________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________________________
City_________________________________________________ State__________________ Zip_______________
Phone_______________________________ E-mail________________________________________________
Method of payment:
o Check enclosed (payable to “Market Publications”)
o Credit card: __Visa    __MasterCard __Amex __Discover
Card #_________________________________________________ Exp. Date__________ Security Code _________
Signature______________________________________________ Phone________________________________

3 eas y w a y s to order
MAIL this form with payment to:
Market Publications
217 Paragon Pkwy #306
Clyde, NC 28721

FAX this form
with credit card
information to:
1-828-622-9774

PHONE toll-free
1-888-233-1431
to pay by
credit card.
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217 Paragon Pkwy #306
Clyde, NC 28721

Former Hollywood “movie star” announces that his
new trading system can help you…

FREE $495 Gift!
See page 14 for
details…

Become Almost 27X Richer by Decoding
the Market’s
“Secret Logic”

PROFIT FOR DYNAMIC TRADING SYSTEM ON NDX
NDX PERFORMANCE RELATIVE TO 9/29/98

$300,000

Since 2000, while the
market plummeted -72%,
these little-known
Dynamic Trading System
“oscillators” generated a
staggering 2,690% in profits!*

Now you can use them
risk-FREE for a full month
– see inside for special
time-limited offer…
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$200,000

3000%
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*These results, and all results herein, are
hypothetical and subject to the
disclaimer on page 2
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